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Race 4

Race 6

#3 GIMMEADRINK (E) (Stalker) Eightyear-old has won three of four outings on this
track with his lone loss coming when finishing a respectable fifth in a Grade Three event
last year and drew off to win his latest by five
and a half lengths from off the pace at Tampa
last month. Gelding is ranked clear first on
BRIS Prime Power and is trained by Dale
Bennett who wins with 20% of his runners
that won their last outing and who has won
with 22% of his starters so far this year. Son
of Gimmeadrink has tactical speed and can be
in good position from the start under Eddie
Perez who was aboard for two of the bay's
wins here last meet.

#7 HEY PRETTY BOY (E) (Speed) Son of Thunder Gulch has a record of 8-3-1-3 on the Arlington
Polytrack and was last seen when fading to finish
fourth at this distance at Hawthorne in early December after setting the early fractions. Trainer
Rivelli wins with 27% of his runners that have not
raced for 90 days or more and has won with 30%
of his starters this year and four-year-old is ranked
first on BRIS Prime Power. Bay has been working
forwardly and figures to be fastest early and tough
to catch under good speed rider Baird.

Wagering Strategy

Wagering Strategy

$20 Win #3 GIMMEADRINK = $20

$20 Win #7 HEY PRETTY BOY = $20

$10 Ex 3 with 4,6 = $20

$10 Ex 7 with 1,5 = $20

$5 Pick Three 3 with 3,4,7 with 7 = $15

$2 Pick Three 7 with 4,6,8 with 7,8,9 = $18

Arlington International Expert Selections and Value Plays
All picks within this document were determined pre scratches
For more racing information visit www.arlingtonpark.com/racing-wagering

COMMENTARY BY

RACE 1
#6 SATURDAYATBERNIES (E) (Closer) Trainer Larry Rivelli appears set to have another good season and will start
the meet saddling two in the opener including this son of Bernstein who he claimed at this level and distance when finishing fifth in his at Gulfstream in February. Five-year-old won four of his nine previous outings on an all-weather surface and worked a slowish four furlongs in 51 seconds on this track nine days ago for Rivelli who wins with 20% of his
runners that have not raced for 46-90 days and with 19% first off the claim. Dark bay does not have much early speed
but finds a spot that appears to have plenty of early pace for him to close into under Thornton who won with 27% for
the barn in the last 60 days.
#4 DIAMOND OF BLUE (E) (Presser) Chestnut will try the Arlington all-weather surface for the first time but compiled a nice record of 17-7-3-1 in the past on synthetic tracks in California and was last seen when unplaced at Oaklawn
at this distance in in early April. Son of Sharp Humor posted a decent four furlong work in 49 4/5 here last month for
trainer Ingrid Mason who does well with runners making this surface change- winning at 24%. Gelding has early speed
and figures to be part of a solid early tempo under Julio Felix who has teamed up with Mason to win at a rate of 31% in
the last two months.
#1 TAKEITTOTHEHOUSE (U) (Speed) Stablemate of the top selection won one of two previous outings on this
track and has not been seen since fading badly after showing some early run on regular dirt against easier at Hawthorne
over five and a half furlongs in early October. Son of good synthetic surface sire Bring the Heat's recent works appear
on the light side but Rivelli wins with 27% of his runners that have not raced for 90 days or more and with 26% of his
starters overall in claiming events. Five-year-old figures to be out of the gate quick breaking from the rail under good
speed rider Baird, but does meet other front-running types in here.
#2 SACRED GIFT (E) (Closer) Seven-year-old has a record of 16-2-5-2 on this oval and comes off a closing third
place finish at this level and distance at Hawthorne last month when making his first outing since being claimed by
Ralph Martinez. Connections win with 16% of runners in claiming events and have won with 11% of starters since the
beginning of this year and son of Indy Snow, like the top selection, may have his chances helped by a likely fast early
tempo.
#3 HOTHALFONE (E) (Presser) Dark bay has won one of seven outings on the Arlington Polytrack and comes off a
gate-to-wire win at this level and distance at Hawthorne last month. Trainer John Haran has started the year well, winning with 12% of his runners and son of Shore Breeze has tactical speed and may get good early position running from
just off the pace with Santo Sanjur retaining the mount.
#5 PLAINS WARRIOR (D) (Speed) Gelding may have found the allowance company on the tough side when fading
to finish a well-beaten fifth after showing early run at Hawthorne at this distance in his latest but led for much of the trip
when winning there at this level two back. Trainer Frank Kirby wins with 15% of his runners in claiming events and son
of Chosen Deputy can be out of the gate quick but may find the early fractions a touch too fast.

RACE 2
#3 TALL GRASS CAT (D) (Closer) Rivelli runner may have needed his latest when unplaced in an allowance on the main track across town early last month being his first outing since mid-November and is ranked
first on BRIS Prime Power. Son of Bluegrass Cat is a half brother to Grade One winner Giant Oak and will
face easier than he has seen in a while for Rivelli who wins with 29% of his runners making their second outing after a layoff. Gelding may prove best after stalking the early leaders in race that does not have much early
pace with Thornton aboard.
#1 PROUD JACKSON (E) (Presser) Dark bay will make his second outing for trainer Rodolfo Aguilar and
faded in his latest to finish third over six and a half furlongs at this level at Hawthorne last month when making his first start since late last December. Son of Proud Citizen has won just two of his twenty four previous
starts on the Arlington Polytrack but figures to be fastest early and may be tough to reel in if able to establish
an uncontested advantage with apprentice Mitchell Murrill getting a few pounds off.
#2 SWEEPING CHANGE (Stalker) Chestnut will try an all-weather surface for the first time in his career
and was last seen when making a mile late bid to finish fourth at this level over six and a half furlongs at
Hawthone last month when making his second start after a short break. Son of Afleet Alex is trained by Joel
Berndt who wins with 14% of his runners third off a layoff. Gelding should be suited to the extra distance
and, with some early run, four-year-old can be in decent early position and a contender for a part if taking to
the surface.
#6 YOU DANCING DEMON (D) (Closer) Seven-year-old was never a threat when unplaced in a starter allowance on turf in his latest at Hawthorne last month when making his first start since being claimed by Alnaz
Ali. Son of Pleasant Tap has little early speed and has managed just one win from fifteen tries on this oval but
Ali won with one of his last three runners second off the claim and gelding may be a contender for a small
share running late with Antioco Murgia remaining aboard.
#5 KING'S FORTUNE (D) (Closer) Blinkers come off five-year-old who was eased early in his latest across
town when tried in an allowance in his first outing since being claimed by Leonard Slager. Son of Sun King is
another in here whose closing run style may be compromises by a slow early pace, but he did win three of six
previous outings on this track and can be trying to make up ground late with Jose Valdivia in the irons.
#4 SPECTACULAR ACT (E) (Closer) Second runner from the Slager barn made late progress to finish second at this level at Hawthorne in his latest nine days ago and was unplaced in his one previous start on this
track. Slager wins with 13% of his runners in claiming events but son of Patriot Act is also short on early
speed and chances appear slim if the early tempo is slow.

RACE 3
#1 ARTISTIC TOUCH (D) (Closer) Three-year-old will make her first outing for Rivelli and rallied from
off the pace to defeat a sizeable field over a mile on grass in her latest at Gulfstream last month. Filly will try
an all-weather surface for the first time but her success on turf suggests she may take to the track and Rivelli
wins with 29% of his runners first time for his barn. Daughter of Artie Schiller may be nearer the early leaders
in race that does not have much early pace expected and may prevail with Jose Valdivia riding.
#2 M G BABY (U) (Stalker) Daughter of Pleasant Tap will also try a synthetic track for the first time and
comes off a fading unplaced effort against slightly easier at Hawthorne last month when making her second
start after a five month plus break. Trainer Gary Scherer wins with 17% of his runners third time off a layoff
and with 15% of his claimers and, with some early speed, filly can be in good position from the start under
apprentice Michell Murrill who won on two of his last three mounts for this barn.
#5 N'EST CE PAS (D) (Closer) Chestnut drops in class off a fifth place finish on grass at Hawthorne in midApril and was unplaced in her one previous outing on the Arlington Polytrack. Daughter of Bowman's Band is
trained by Brian Williamson who wins with 24% of his runners dropping two classes and with 16% making
this surface change. Mare can be a contender for a share running late with Edgar Perez remaining aboard.
#4 SHAMEONSUAVE (D) (Closer) Daughter of Suave is one of just two runners in here that has recorded a
win on this track and was never a threat when unplaced against better in her latest on the main track at Hawthorne in early April when making her second outing of the year. Trainer Liane Davis won with two of her
last sixteen runners third time off a layoff but bay has little early speed and may be a contender for a small
piece at best.
#6 ROUGH ROSIE (U) (Stalker) Dark bay finished fourth in one of her two previous starts on this track and
rallied from just off the pace to win her latest at Hawthorne at this distance last month. Daughter of Shore
Breeze is one of few in here that owns early pace and trainer Haran has won with 12% of his starters so far
this year but four-year-old still figures to need improvement to be a factor at the finish.
#3 PUSHIN UP DAISY (U) (Closer) Mare has managed just two wins from forty lifetime starts and comes
off a closing third place finish over six and a half furlongs at Hawthorne against easier last month when making her start after a short break. Trainer Ida Spagnola failed to win with her last twenty three runners third
time off a layoff and daughter of Swain is short on early pace and appears unlikely to be a serious threat.

RACE 4
#3 GIMMEADRINK (E) (Stalker) Eight-year-old has won three of four outings on this track with his lone
loss coming when finishing a respectable fifth in a Grade Three event last year and drew off to win his latest
by five and a half lengths from off the pace at Tampa last month. Gelding is ranked clear first on BRIS Prime
Power and is trained by Dale Bennett who wins with 20% of his runners that won their last outing and who
has won with 22% of his starters so far this year. Son of Gimmeadrink has tactical speed and can be in good
position from the start under Eddie Perez who was aboard for two of the bay's wins here last meet.
#6 HELICOPTER (E) (Closer) Son of Three Wonders has won twelve of his twenty two outings on the Arlington main track and comes off a win from far off the pace at this distance at Hawthorne last month when
making his first outing since November. Gelding is from the barn of Larry Rivelli who wins with 29% second
off a layoff and with 24% that won last time out. Consistent nine-year-old does not have much early pace but
should find a decent early tempo here and can be running late into contention with Jose Valdivia to ride.
#4 GALLANT EAGLE (D) (Stalker) Chestnut has a record of 9-4-2-2 on this track and was last seen when
finishing an even third at this distance on grass at Hawthorne last month. Son of Hawk Wing has lost a step or
two since he finished a close second in a Grade Three here in 2013 but will make his third start since being
claimed by Tom Swearingen who wins with 16% of his runners on synthetic tracks and can be a contender for
a share under apprentice Vicente Gudiel who won with one of his last eight rides for the barn.
#5 SAY SONNY (E) (Closer) Dark bay closed from far off the pace to narrowly miss by half a length on a
sloppy surface at Hawthorne in his latest last month and has a record of 13-3-2-2 on the Arlington Polytrack.
Son of Sunday Break appears a touch short on class to seriously threaten here but trainer Otabek Umarov has
won with 26% of his runners this year and gelding can be closing late for a chance at a share with Santo
Sanjur retaining the mount.
#2 BAMBAZONKI (U) (Speed) Gelding has not been seen since weakening to finish second at this distance
at Hawthorne in mid-December after leading early against easier and finished second in one of two previous
starts on the main track. Trainer Clay Brinson wins with 24% of his runners that have not raced for 90 days or
more and son of Hard Spun figures to be fastest early and the one to catch with Jesse Lantz aboard.
#1 MY JOKESTER (E) (Presser) Son of Distorted Humor comes off a second place finish at Hawthorne in
early April after being involved from the start when facing just five other runners and has a record of 15-2-4-5
here. Trainer Eduardo Rodriguez has not been having a good year winning with just 4% of his starters and
seven-year-old has won just three of his forty eight lifetime outing. Seven-year-old has some tactical speed
but appears unlikely to be involved in the finish.

RACE 5
#7 ICE CLIMBER (U) (Closer) Gray has won four of twenty outings on this course and has been freshened since closing to finish third
against slightly easier as the favorite at this distance at Hawthorne in early October. Son of 17% grass sire Cashel Castle is first on BRIS
Prime Power and is trained by Larry Rivelli who wins with 27% of his runners that have not raced for 90 days or more and with 19% of his
starters on turf. Eight-year-old does not have much early speed but should find a decent enough early tempo to help his closing run-style be
effective.
#4 QUITTIN TIME (D) (Presser) Dark bay likely found the distance too short when never threatening against tougher in his latest over
five and a half furlongs at Fair Grounds in early March and won one of five previous starts at today's distance. Trainer Eduardo Rodriguez
has not made a good start to the year winning with just 4% of his runners but wins with 13% of his starters second off a layoff. Son of 15%
turf sire Scat Daddy won one of his four outings on this course and has early speed and can be a factor throughout facing easiest company
he has seen in a while.
#3 FREE FIGHTER (D) (Stalker) Consistent veteran has a record of 26-4-4-7 on this turf course and comes off a well-beaten fourth place
finish at Hawthorne on the main track last month. Son of Out of Place will make his fifth outing since being claimed by Mike Reavis who
wins with 17% of his claimers and with 10% of his runners on grass. Chestnut has some tactical speed and can be stalking the early leaders
under Samantha Colvin who has teamed up with Reavis to win with 16% of her rides in the past two months.
#6 SHOOT THE LOOP (D) (Closer) Son of Chicago Six drops in class off a one paced third place finish over a mile and nine sixteenths
at Fair Grounds in his latest in late March and was competitive at about this level on this course and distance last year. Trainer Neil Pessin
wins with 8% of his runners on grass and has won with 7% of his starters this year and seven-year-old can be a contender for a share running from off the pace with Chris Emigh taking the mount.
#1 GOLD FORMER (D) (Closer) Son of excellent grass sire Dynaformer has won three of eight outings on the Arlington lawn and was
likely not suited to the surface when showing little in his latest over ten furlongs on the main track against better at Tampa in late March.
Eight-year-old is trained by Chris Block who wins with 19% of his runners on grass and who usually has his starters ready for this meet.
Bay can be running into contention late with Julio Felix in the irons.
#10 TACTICS BEST (D) (Stalker) Gelding will make his first outing for trainer Tony Mitchell and was unplaced in his one previous lifetime start on grass but could be suited to the surface being a half brother to one turf winner. Son of Cherokee Rap was last seen when never
threatening when last of six in an allowance at Hawthorne in late March when making his second outing of the year but with some tactical
speed could be a contender for a share from just off the pace with Diego Sanchez riding.
#2 SNAPPED (U) (Closer) Chestnut comes off a fading fifth place finish at this distance against easier at Hawthorne last month in outing
he likely needed being his first since last November. Gelding does not win often but is trained by Frank Kirby who wins with 14% of his
runners second off a layoff and with 15% of his starters in claiming events. Son of Monashee Mountain may garner a share running late but
previous rider Emigh opts to go with another in here.
#9 IVER WITH AN E (D) (Stalker) Six-year-old won one of his eleven previous outings on the Arlington turf and has not been seen since
stopping badly on the main track against better at Fair Ground in January. Trainer Richard Scherer wins with 13% of his runners that have
not raced for 90 days or more and has won with 11% of his starters since the beginning of the year but son of Artie Schiller has been in
poor form recently and appears up against it today.
#11 BOSS ALLEY (D) (Closer) Son of Giant's Causeway was overmatched when making some belated progress when unplaced in an
allowance at Hawthorne over a mile last month and may have need that start being his first since last December. Trainer Gabe Retama wins
with just 4% of runners second off a layoff and gelding has won just three of twenty seven lifetime starts on turf and figures unlikely to be
a contender for much more than a small share with Carlos Montalvo in the saddle.
#8 HOLLYWOOD SCRIPT (U) (Presser) Chestnut has a respectable record of 12-2-1-1 on turf and was last seen when weakening to
finish third after leading early over a mile at Lone Star against easier last month. Son of Gone West will make his first outing for trainer
Paul Lewellyn who wins with just 5% of his runners on grass and six-year-old figures to be a pace factor here but likely not much more.
#5 RAINBOW TRIP (D) (Closer) Four-year-old has a lifetime record of 11-3-2-2 on grass and has won one of five outings on this course
but have not been seen since showing little against better on the main track at Hawthorne in December. Trainer Monique Cameron failed to
win with her last five runners that had not raced for 90 days or more and son of Sighteeing may be best watched here.
#12 SEEKING LOVE (U) (Closer) Main Track Only entrant has won one of eleven lifetime starts on all-weather surfaces and comes off a
fifth place finish against slightly easier over six furlongs at Hawthorne in March when making his second outing of the year. Five-year-old
will likely be better suited to this longer distance and trainer Carlos Silva wins with 25% third off a layoff but bay appears short class wise
and is doubtful to be a contender if this is moved to the main track.

RACE 6
#7 HEY PRETTY BOY (E) (Speed) Son of Thunder Gulch has a record of 8-3-1-3 on the Arlington Polytrack and was last seen when fading to finish fourth at this distance at Hawthorne in early December after setting the early fractions. Trainer Rivelli wins with 27% of his runners that have not raced for 90 days or more
and has won with 30% of his starters this year and four-year-old is ranked first on BRIS Prime Power. Bay
has been working forwardly and figures to be fastest early and tough to catch under good speed rider Baird.
#5 MARKET RAD (D) (Closer) Three-year-old finished second in his one previous outing on this track and
comes off a closing runner-up finish over six furlongs in a stakes at Hawthorne last month. Son of After Market finished third in his one previous try at this mile and a sixteenth distance for trainer Carlos Silva who wins
with 13% of his runners going from a sprint to a route and who has won with 20% of his starters this year.
Dark bay can be a contender running late from off the pace with apprentice Mitchell Murrill remaining
aboard.
#1 REPEAT AFLEET (E) (Stalker) Gelding has not been seen since showing little at this level and distance
at Hawthorne in early October but seems better suited to this surface over which he owns a record of 6-1-2-1.
Son of Afleet Alex's recent works include a five furlong bullet move in 59 4/5 at Hawthorne last month for
trainer Tom Swearingen who wins with 12% of his runners that have not raced for 90 days or more. Four-year
-old has some tactical speed and can be in good position early breaking from the rail.
#2 GIANTSTEPBDANCING (D) (Stalker) Gelding comes off a fifth place finish in an even effort over six
furlongs in a stakes at Hawthorne behind today's rival Market Rad and will try the Arlington Polytrack for the
first time. Son of First Samurai has won one of five lifetime outings for trainer Terrel Gore who wins with
14% of his runners going from a sprint to a route and with 7% in allowance events. Chestnut has some tactical
speed and can be a contender from just off the pace with Dick Cardenas retaining the mount.
#4 LEWIS' ANNA (E) (Closer) Five-year-old made some belated progress while never seriously threatening
when sixth on a sloppy track at Hawthorne in his latest last month and won one of eight previous tries on this
track. Trainer Leonard Slager has failed to win with his last twenty seven starters in allowance events and son
of Lewis Michael does not win often but can be closing late for a chance at a small share.
#6 JAGUAR RIDGE (U) (Presser) Dark bay has not been seen since fading to finish unplaced against easier
at this distance at Hawthorne in early December but has won four of fifteen starts here. Son of good allweather surface sire Cactus Ridge has been working well enough at Fairmount but trainer Michael Campbell
failed to win with his last thirty nine runners that had not raced for 90 days or more and gelding may be best
watched here.
#3 PADDYBDANCING (U) (Closer) Chestnut trailed the field in his latest on grass at Hawthorne last month
when making his first outing since being claimed by Leo Rodriguez and has won one of nine outings on this
track. Rodriguez won with one of his last four winners switching from turf to an all-weather surface but son of
Belong to Me has little early speed and appears out of his depth in this spot.

RACE 7
#4 DREAMOFJEAN E. (U) (Speed) Chestnut has not been seen since finishing second to today's rival Marvelous Molly over six furlongs at Hawthorne in late February in outing she may have needed being her first
since July and has a record of 5-2-2-0 on this track. Daughter of good all-weather sprint sire Bring the Heat is
another running today trained by Larry Rivelli who wins with 20% of his runners that have not raced for 4690 days. Four-year-old has early speed and figures to be in good position from the start with Baird taking the
mount.
#8 MARVELOUS MOLLY (D) (Closer) Five-year-old defeated the top selection at Hawthorne earlier this
year and comes off a well-beaten third place finish at Hawthorne in an allowance last month when making her
second outing since being claimed by Tammy Domenosky. Daughter of Will He Shine has a record of 6-2-2-0
on the Arlington main track and posted a four furlong work in 49 seconds flat eight days ago for Domenosky
who wins with 19% of her claimers. Mare can be running late from off what should be a decent early pace
into contention under Dick Cardenas who won with two of his last eight rides for the barn.
#6 HEATHER'S ROSE (U) (Closer) Chestnut won one of three previous outings on this track but has not
been seen since rallying from far off the pace to win over five and a half furlongs at Hawthorne just over a
year ago. Daughter of Southland Blues has been working well at Hawthorne recently in preparation for her
second outing for trainer Robert Dobbs who won with three of his last seventeen runners that had not raced
for 90 days or more. Mare can be running into contention under Chris Emigh who was aboard for five-yearold's last victory.
#7 IB'S MYSTERY (U) (Stalker) Filly rallied from just off the pace before drawing off to win her latest by
over four lengths at Hawthorne in mid-April when facing easier and won one of her eight previous starts on
this track. Daughter of El Medwar is trained by Manny Perez who wins with 13% of his runners that won their
last outing and who has won with 12% of his starters at this meet. Four-year-old will meet tougher here but
can be a factor for a share with Edgar Perez remaining aboard.
#1 FLYING STEVIE GIRL (U) (Speed) Filly was claimed by Steve Manley when unplaced at this distance
at Oaklawn in her latest when never really threatening but led from the start to win both of her two previous
outings there. Manley wins with 7% of his runners first time off the claim and has won with 17% of his starters since the beginning of the year and daughter of Stevie Wonderboy can be a pace factor at least breaking
from the rail.
#5 SUNNY SUPRISE (D) (Closer) Daughter of Sun King comes off a well-beaten fourth place finish at
Hawthorne in an allowance nine days ago when never a threat and has won just two of her twenty nine lifetime starts. Five-year-old has little early speed but her two wins did come on this track and trainer Eduardo
Rodriguez wins with 11% of his runners in claiming events and dark bay has a chance at a piece running late
if the early pace is solid.
#2 THREE CAT RULES (E) (Stalker) Gray has not been seen since fading to finish unplaced over five furlongs on grass here last August after showing some early run and won one of her five starts on the main track.
Trainer Steve Manley wins with 11% of his runners that have not raced for 90 days or more and with 14% of
his claimers and daughter of Road Ruler can be stalking the early leaders but may just need this outing.
#3 LYDIA'S ANGEL (U) (Closer) Mare was claimed by Leonard Slager when well-beaten facing easier in
her latest at Hawthorne last month at this distance and has a record of 14-2-2-1 on this track. Slager won with
three of his last thirteen runners first time off the claim but six-year-old takes a fair class rise and looks unlikely to be a threat at this level.

RACE 8
#9 DELIGHTFUL DAISY (E) (Stalker) Mare has a record of 20-5-3-4 on this course and comes off a narrow miss when
running from just off the pace at this distance at Tampa in early April in her third start of the year. BRIS Prime Power selection is trained by Michele Boyce who wins with 18% of her runners on grass and with 14% of her starters on grass. Eight-year
-old has some tactical speed and can be in good position from the start stalking the early leaders with Luis Garcia riding.
#8 MISSION STORM (D) (Closer) Daughter of 15% grass sire Johar may have needed her latest when unplaced over a mile
and a sixteenth against tougher at Hawthorne last month being her first outing since last October and has won four of twenty
lifetime starts on grass. Dark bay is from the barn of Larry Rivelli who wins with 29% of his runners second off a layoff and
with 26% in claiming events and mare can be running into contention late under Chris Emigh who won with two of his last
five rides for this stable.
#7 FANCY TICKET (D) (Stalker) Blinkers come off daughter of Even the Score who has not been seen since finishing sixth
at this distance against better in mid-March and who has won two of eight lifetime starts on turf. Gray will make her second
start since being claimed by Mike Stidham who wins with 16% of his runners that have not raced for 46-90 days and who has
won with 15% of his starters since the beginning of the year. Filly has some tactical speed and can be stalking the early leaders with Tim Thornton up.
#3 SHEZASMITTENKITTEN (E) (Stalker) Six-year-old comes off a fading unplaced effort at this distance and level at
Tampa behind the top selection in early April when making her first start after a short break and has won two of ten outings
on this turf course. Trainer Tony Granitz wins with 13% of his starters on grass and with 14% in claiming events and daughter
of Catienus can be a contender from off the pace under Montalvo.
#5 MISS MY ROSIE (D) (Closer) Five-year-old comes off two sub-par efforts at this distance at Fair Grounds this year,
most recently when well-beaten in mid-March after a wide trip. Daughter of D'wildcat has won one of twelve career outings
on grass and is trained by Hugh Robertson who wins with 13% of his runners that have not raced for 46-90 days. Mare could
be a contender if finding some of her old form with apprentice Mitchell Murrill riding.
#4 SUSPENDED MOON (D) (Closer) Daughter of Roman Ruler has not been seen finishing a well-beaten sixth on the main
track at Hawthorne in December and has a record of 10-1-3-2 on the Arlington turf course. Seven-year-old is trained by Mike
Reavis who wins with 16% of his runners that have not raced for 90 days or more and with 10% of his starters on grass. Mare
appears a touch below others in here class wise but could garner a small piece running late from off the pace.
#1 GENEVA LAKE (U) (Closer) Chestnut rallied from just off the pace to defeat easier on dirt at Mahoning Valley last
month in her latest when making her first outing since December and won one of five previous outings on this turf course.
Trainer Larry Rivelli wins with 29% of his runners second off a layoff and must be respected but five-year-old may find this
company a touch too tough.
#11 SWEET JESS (E) (Stalker) Filly has a record of 9-2-1-1 on turf and comes off a fourth place finish at this level last
month when likely finding the five furlong distance too short. Trainer Manny Perez wins with 12% of his runners on grass
and has won with 12% of his starters since the beginning of the year and four-year-old can be a pace factor under Edgar Perez
who won with two of his last six rides for the barn.
#6 DAVID'S LUCKY LADY (D) (Closer) Daughter of North Light has not been seen since making some late progress to
finish a non-threatening sixth at this distance at Hawthorne last November when finishing behind others that return here. Seven-year-old has been working well enough for trainer Frank Kirby who wins with 11% of his runners that have not raced for
90 days or more but mare needs improvement to reverse placings on several that defeated her in the past.
#2 MISS LIVINGSTON (D) (Closer) Gray comes off back-to-back poor efforts on the main track at Hawthorne in March in
her first two outings of the year and showed little in her one previous start on grass. Trainer Roger Salvino won with one of
his first four runners this year but daughter of 8% grass sire Mr. Livingston needs improvement to be a factor in here.
#10 GRACE OF GREATNESS (U) (Presser) Chestnut was done early when unplaced over five and a half furlongs on the
main track in her latest at Hawthorne in March when making her second start after a short break and has won four of twenty
two lifetime starts on grass. Daughter of Greatness is trained by Gabe Retama who wins with just 2% of runners third time off
a layoff and mare could show early run but seems unlikely to be involved late.

